
 WEB-SERVER for supervision of the home automation system 

ART. 53AB-WBS 

 

The 53AB-WBS is a web server device for controlling the home automation system from a PC, Notebook, Tablet or any other mobile 

device provided that it has a browser capable of displaying web pages. 

DOMINAplus web server makes local and remote control of the home automation system possible, by configuring the Ethernet 

network, increasing its functions (daily temperature profiles “programmable thermostat”, Scenarios, Timer, Programmable rules with the 

DOMINA
plus

 - DOMINA
Antintrusione

 event association control). 

Important: 
The device must be connected to the ethernet port of an access 
point or router.  

 

Compatibility with web browsers 

 Microsoft Internet Explorer (ver. 9 or higher) 

 Mozilla Firefox (ver. 6 or higher) 

 Apple Safari (ver. 5.1 or higher) 

 Google Chrome (ver. 14 or higher) 

 

 

Prerequisites for remote access 

To use the web server in remote mode the following is necessary: 

 Public IP address (static or dynamic) 

 Parameter of modifiable routers 
 

Default data for local access 

 User Name: “admin”       Password:  “password” 

Technical details 

 Container: 6 modules DIN (LxHxP) 105 x 125 x 60 mm 

 Protection level: IP30 installed in the respective electrical panel 

 Auxiliary power supply from SELV source: 12Vcc 

o Variation admissible: 10.5Vcc  to 14Vcc   

o Current absorption @ 12Vcc: 250 mA
MAX

 

 Temp. And Rel. Hum. Ref values: 25°C RH 65% 

 Operating ambient temperature range: from 0°C to +40°C 

 Maximum Relative Humidity: 90% at 30°C 

 Max altitude: 2000m a.s.l. 

Connections 

  AVE BUS Terminal:   AVE Positive (+) AVEbus 

  GND GND      (-) AVEbus 

 AUX Terminal:  +12V Positive (+) power supply 12V-CC 

  GND GND      (-)power supply 12V-CC 

 RS-232 Terminal  RX RS232-RX (Supervision AF998EXP) 

  TX RS232-TX (Supervision AF998EXP) 

  GND RS232-TX (Supervision AF998EXP) 

 NETBUS Terminal  A RS485-A          - Future use - 

  B RS485-B          - Future use - 

  GND RS485-TX        - Future use - 

 ARMBUS Terminal  A RS485-A          - Future use - 

  B RS485-B          - Future use - 

  GND RS485-TX        - Future use - 
 

Description of the front panel 
On the front there are two LEDs that provide the user with the following information: 
 

LED Light signal Meaning 

ON  
GREEN light on Device powered with application software working correctly 

YELLOW light on Device powered with application blocked 

AVEbus 

Off AVEbus communication inactive 

Flashing GREEN light AVEbus communication working correctly 

RED light on AVEbus communication fault 
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Description of the device 

The WEB-SERVER DOMINA
plus

 is a device that ensure the communication with the home automation AVEbus and with the 
DOMINA

ANTINTRUSIONE
 anti-intrusion system. 

It is able to perform the following functions: 

 The Multi-zone programmable thermostat module, extends the function of the home automation thermostats, art. 44..ABTM03 and 

44..ABTM03B implementing the programmable thermostat function. 

 

  The “Scenarios Unit” module makes possible scenarios, sets of operations to be sent to the DOMINAplus home automation system 

and DOMINA
Antintrusione

 anti-intrusion system. 

 

 The “Timer” module makes the implementation of scenarios associating then with a certain time of day and month (of the various 

configurations it is possible to implement an “Every day” of “Every month” scenario at a certain time). 

 

 The “Programmable Rules Control” module allows the programming of rules with AND/OR functions on Inputs and Outputs of the 

DOMINA
plus

 system, time slots, events of the DOMINA
ANTINTRUSIONE

 system and other information present in the two systems. 

It is also able to generate web pages, accessible from a browser, which give a graphic presentation of your system subdividing it by 
room and function for the purposes of supervision and control. 

  

The list below contains descriptions of what can be supervised and controlled:  

 239 lighting controls ON, OFF and CHANGE STATE for each of the branches of the home automation BUS; 

 239 dimmer controls ON, OFF and VARY INTENSITY for each of the branches of the home automation BUS; 

 239 shutter controls OPEN and CLOSE for each of the branches of the home automation BUS; 

 15 temperature zones for each of the branches of the home automation BUS with the possibility of choosing the automatic 
operating mode (AUTO), Manual (MAN), setting the desired temperature and the possibility of temperature profile modification of 
the programmable thermostat; 
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 8 power controls ON (for domestic appliances, consumption is counted by the Load Control function which can be supervised from 
the Consumption menu); 

 

 239 technical alarms for each branch of the home automation BUS; 

 8 anti-intrusion areas and 128 sensors of the anti-intrusion unit art. AF998EXP switching it ON and OFF and supervising the alarms 
status; 

  

 Cameras with protocol ….TO BE DETERMINED…. 

 Scenarios for each it is possible to modify the actions to be taken and to set their times by means of a timer; 
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Installation diagram 

 

 

 


